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Stonehouse Publishing
s t o n e h o u s e p u b l i s h i n g . c a

All the Night Gone
Sabrina Uswak
Two brothers are left to cope after a tragic accident. Ben reads, 
obsesses. Charlie struggles between silence and anger. Unable to 
talk about what happened, a tension builds, pushing them apart.

Censorettes
Elizabeth Bales Frank
For a young woman of exceptional intelligence and courage, 
being sequestered from the dangers of WW2 on the idyllic  
island of Bermuda is maddening. She is determined to get  
into the fight – then the fight is brought to her.  

Fall of Night
D.K. Stone
In an attempt to leave his sordid past behind, wealthy former 
New Yorker Rich Evans returns to Waterton to be reunited with 
his fiancée, Lou, only to learn that the body of his estranged  
ex-girlfriend has been found in a remote lake.

Humane
Anna Marie Sewell
However much has changed in Amiskwaciy, the problem  
of Indigenous women and girls being expendable hasn’t.  
Nobody else is going to help the Augusts find out who killed  
their daughter, so Hazel takes the case. 

Rough
Robin Van Eck
It is 2013 and Calgary’s Bow River is beginning to rise.  
Two homeless men stand by the bank and contemplate  
the death of another friend – an accident? 

NeWest Press
n e w e s t p r e s s . c o m

Goth Girls of Banff
John O’Neill
A team of goth tour guides offers excursions up mountain trails; 
a paroled convict thumbs his way into the life of a family driving 
west; and a pathologist performing a necropsy on a grizzly has  
an unusual encounter with both technology and humanity.

Horseplay: My Time Undercover on the Granville Strip
Norm Boucher
Undercover officer Norm Boucher recounts eight months spent 
infiltrating Vancouver’s heroin scene in 1983, a world of paranoia 
and violence. From his observer’s seat, Boucher reveals the lives 
of addicts who spend each day looking for their next hit.

Image Decay
Mark Lisac
When a cantankerous ex-government photographer seeks 
ownership of his prints, the powers that be are determined to 
prevent the release of certain sensitive photos. Set in the ’90s, 
this political thriller delves into questions of established power.

Taken by the Muse: On the Path to Becoming a Filmmaker
Anne Wheeler
Laced with humour and revelation, Anne Wheeler’s creative  
non-fiction stories tell of her serendipitous journey in the 
seventies, when she broke with tradition and found her own  
way to becoming a filmmaker and raconteur.

The Weight of Blood: A Chris Ryder Thriller
D.B. Carew
Vancouver psychiatric social worker Chris Ryder once again  
finds himself at the centre of a high-profile murder case,  
as Marvin Goodwin, a young man who falls on the extreme  
end of the autism spectrum, is found covered with blood.

f r o m  o u r  l i t e rary  p u b l i s h e r s:
Freehand Books
f r e e h a n d - b o o k s . c o m

If Sylvie Had Nine Lives
Leona Theis
Do you ever look back and wonder, What if . . .? Meet Sylvie – 
funny, sly, sensual and flawed. Like all of us, Sylvie must  
make decisions that have reverberations for years to come.  
Unlike the rest of us, Sylvie gets to live more than one life.

One Madder Woman
Dede Crane
In this historical fiction inspired by true events, Dede Crane  
vividly recreates the life of Berthe Morisot, the sole female 
member of the renowned group of artists known as the 
Impressionists in mid-19th-century Paris.

Universal Disorder
Bernice Friesen
Growing up on an isolated farm, Charlie is clearly different,  
finding solace in the infinitely fascinating world of numbers.  
With magnetic prose that vibrates with energy, Universal Disorder 
explores the imperfect, disordered ways we love each other.

Frontenac House
f r o n t e n a c h o u s e . c o m

Borderlands
Mark Vitaris
The book is a photo essay on the land that straddles  
the forty-ninth parallel from the eastern slopes of the  
Rocky Mountains to the grasslands of Saskatchewan  
and to the western Dakotas.

A Brush With Depth: The Art of Rick Sealock
Rick Sealock and Christina Vester
Rick Sealock has been creating wild and wacky illustrations  
for major publications and clients for several decades.  
This book is a retrospective of his life in illustration,  
and also an engaging how-to guide for budding illustrators.

Y YC  P O P :  Poetic Portraits of People
Sheri-D Wilson
Wilson’s Poet Laureate of Calgary legacy project, YYC POP 
celebrates Calgarians. Who are we? What is our identity?  
What are our stories? How will we build a new future together? 
Over 75 contributors plus a companion online exhibit. 
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University of Alberta Press
u a p. u a l b e r ta . c a

Dissonant Methods: Undoing Discipline in the 
Humanities Classroom
edited by Ada S. Jaarsma and Kit Dobson
The essayists in this innovative collection urge instructors  
to make the humanities classroom a space for resistance, 
offering concrete and practical meditations to ensure  
teaching is critical, creative, sustainable, and inclusive.

Brush Education
b r u s h e d u c at i o n . c a

First Nations Self-Government: 17 Roadblocks to Self-
Determination, and One Chief’s Thoughts on Solutions
Leroy Paul Wolf Collar
From serious housing shortages to a lack of opportunities 
for youth, former Siksika Nation Chief Leroy Paul Wolf Collar 
identifies issues that hinder Indigenous Nations and presents 
solutions to overcome them.

Rapid Response Guide to Opioid Emergencies
Greg Clarkes
Opioid emergencies can arise without warning, but if you’re 
prepared, you can save lives. This guide describes the 
equipment you need and the step-by-step procedures to care 
for a person in crisis, whether you have formal training or not.

Renegade Arts Entertainment
r e n e g a d e a r t s e n t e r ta i n m e n t. c o m 

ABC Monstrosity
Shea Proulx
A freaky-fun book designed to thrill adults and kids alike with 
pages that teach and delight all at once. “The illustrations are 
just so beautiful . . . it’s such a fun book.” – CBC’s Anne Logan

Awkward Pause
Ryan Harby
A love letter to odd humour, Awkward Pause is a mix of joy and 
sorrow, both soft and sharp. Includes over 50 comics, ranging 
in topic from mental health to time travel, murder, and butts. 
Absurd in ways that will warm even the coldest of hearts.

Bogart Creek: Volume 2
Derek Evernden
Collecting more of Bogart Creek, Derek Evernden’s laugh out 
loud funny, single-panel comics of absurd and dark humour. 
Similar in style to The Far Side, Bogart Creek is a perfect book 
to raise a smile in troubled times. 

Gothic Tales of Haunted Futures
edited by S.M. Beiko
With stories spanning time, galaxies, and spirits, Gothic 
Tales of Haunted Futures features 16 original stories, casting 
the indelible themes of gothic romance forward in time, to 
imagined futures and tomorrow’s afterlives.

A Slug Story
Mandi Kujawa and Hana Kujawa
illustrated by Claude St. Aubin
Marcus is an enthusiastic boy, but ridiculed at school, he feels 
that his best efforts are second-rate. Marcus suffers a serious 
brain injury. In hospital, with fellow patient Emily’s help, 
Marcus embraces the reality of who he is. Autobiographical.

VMT
William Simpson
VMT brings together three diverse vampiric existences in  
an encounter with a darker, more malevolent evil, insistent  
on shredding the veil of life and indulging in a brutal orgy  
of carnal sacrifice.

f r o m  o u r  u n i v e r s i t y  a n d  e d u c at i o n a l  p r e s s e s:
Athabasca University Press
a u p r e s s . c a

The Virtues of Disillusionment
Steven Heighton
In this essay, Steven Heighton mathematically evaluates the paradox 
of disillusionment and the dangers of hope. Through this meditation 
on language, Heighton reveals how the soul-shattering experience  
of disillusionment is vital for liberation.

University of Calgary Press
p r e s s . u c a l g a r y. c a 

Long Division 
Gil McElroy
A mind in thought breaks new ground, twists back upon itself, 
revisits and ruminates. The simple becomes complex, musical  
and strange. New units of meaning assemble and disassemble. 
Contemporary experimental poetry at its finest. 

Others of My Kind: Transatlantic Transgender Histories
Alex Bakker, Rainer Herrn, Michael Thomas Taylor, Annette F. Timm
Discover a remarkable community of transgender people who 
exchanged letters and pictures through the first half of the twentieth 
century, creating networks of trust and affirmation and shaping the 
early study of sex and sexuality.

The Manhattan Project
Ken Hunt
The hands of humans split the atom and reshaped the world.  
This is the history of nuclear discovery told in searing necropastoral 
poetry. Hear the hymn of the meltdown siren and turn to face the 
fallout of the nuclear age. 

a n d  o u r  c o m i c  b o o k /g r a p h i c  n ov e l  p u b l i s h e r s:
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